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Our vision

More people
walking more often
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Highlights
Strategic Plan Implementation
The 2014 Strategic Plan lays the foundation
for the future of Walking SA and describes the
actions needed to achieve our vision of “more
people more walking more often” in many
ways.
The appointment of our Executive Officer
Greg Boundy gives us new skills and energy
for our future success. An important
challenge for our governing team will be to
prioritise actions that will further position
Walking SA as the peak body for Walking in
our state and will lead to the best outcomes
for all our members: clubs, organisations and
individuals.
The Board uses the strategic plan in guiding
its future direction and decision making. A
key role of the recently appointed Executive
Officer is to action the strategic plan. The
challenge is, within the resource constraints,
to structure the actions in an appropriate
order and timeframe.
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Website Development

President’s Forum

Our website is looking better than ever and is
continually evolving. Recent upgrades include:
more tools for walkers, an additional 125 Find
a Place to Walk entries lifting the walks & trails
from 25 to 150 options.

On 19th March 2015, Walking SA convened a
Forum at the Pavilion on the Park in the CBD

The results are more site visits more people
finding a great place to walk and more
promotion across the broader walking
community. Improved cross promotion of
our content and service offering will take
advantage of increased website visitors from
the Find a Place to Walk directory. Over the
last 3 months website traffic has almost
doubled, with longer engagement durations.
We are now accepting membership
registrations and renewals online, reducing
barriers to membership. Functional work is
complete and planning underway to roll out
an online store.

SA Trails Master Plan
Recreation SA is leading the coordination
of the SA Trails Master Plan. Walking SA has
been an active participant in the Trails Master
Plan committee providing feedback to ensure
that a walker’s perspective is recognised in
the development of the plan. This is due to be
finalised in October 2015.

for Board members and representatives of
Walking Clubs. We were pleased that Michelle
Ingrames our Industry Advisor, from the
Office for Recreation and Sport, and Chris
Towers (President of Bushwalking Australia)
were able to attend. The Forum provided an
opportunity for joint planning and priority
setting.
Walking SA also presented information to
Clubs about membership and insurance.
Participants shared news about Walking
Club activities and brainstormed ideas
for sustaining and growing Walking SA
in the future. Issues addressed covered
bushwalking and trails, and promotion of all
forms of walking as a preferred recreational
activity. Walking SA recognises Walking
Clubs as key members and supporters. The
importance of regular two-way feedback was
acknowledged at the Forum. A summary of
outcomes was distributed to all Clubs, and
Walking SA has continued to work actively on
the priorities identified. Similar events will be
scheduled in future.
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Highlights (cont)
Trails Audit
From December 2014 to March 2015,
Walking SA conducted a broad Trails Audit
to identify issues related to the management
and maintenance of walking trails in South
Australia and the Northern Territory. Jim
McLean (WSA Board member) coordinated
the distribution of a questionnaire to
135 groups, and collation and analysis
of responses. Participants included local
Councils, State government authorities,
Walking Clubs Friends groups, and LGA
consultants. Refer separately to Reports,
2015 Trails Audit on page 21, for further
detail.

Office for Recreation and Sport
funding
Walking SA received a grant under the
Government of South Australia Sport and
Recreation Sustainability Program 2012-15
of $25,000 in the 2014/15 financial year.
Walking SA was required to fulfil a number
of obligations under the grant which were
satisfactorily completed. Walking SA has
received funding of $25,000 for the 2015/16
with advice that, subject to conditions,
identical funding has also been provisioned
for 2016/17 and 2017/18. Walking SA greatly
appreciates this funding and the ongoing
support of the Office of Recreation and Sport.
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Adelaide100

New Executive Officer

Planning for an exciting new initiative the
Adelaide100 is underway. We are thrilled to
help bring the concept of a new long distance
walking trail that starts and finishes in our
beautiful city to life. We believe this initiative
provides an excellent opportunity to grow our
current nature tourism market and support
the health and wellbeing of South Australians.
Adelaide100 will be a 100 kilometre looped
walking route designed to showcase the
urban and bushland features of our city and
environs. The Board of Walking SA believes
that the Adelaide100 will bring economic,
social and health value to our state and as
such we are committed to partnering with
organisations who share our excitement and
vision to make this happen.

Greg Boundy was appointed Executive Officer
and commenced in July 2015. Greg comes to
Walking SA with a broad breadth and depth
of experience. He has held senior roles in
his career with commercial, government and
not-for-profit organisations. Greg’s approach
is to work highly collaboratively within the
organisation, with stakeholders as well as
the broader community. He is enthused by
the work already undertaken by Walking SA
with its strategic planning and its goals for
the future and he can make a significant
contribution to their achievement.

Members Survey
We are committed to our members and to
ensuring that we are relevant and valued by
the wider community of walkers. In listening
to the needs of walkers, we conducted
a survey of members in May and June of
2015, utilising an online survey tool. The
survey resulted in 503 responses: 200
were members of Walking SA members
clubs, 31 individual members of Walking
SA and 266 non-members. A summary
of the findings is in the Reports section,
Members Survey on page 22. We will be
utilising the findings for planning future
activities and will be undertaking the
survey annually.

Greg has a range of personal interests
including his family, hiking, photography
and music. He and his wife Valerie are in
their fifth year of hiking the Heysen Trail
with the Friends of the Heysen Trail, which
combines both his passion for walking
and photography. Greg believes strongly
in the health and wellbeing as well as the
environmental benefits of walking and looks
forward to engaging with all those with similar
passion and commitment.
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While the needs of our member clubs remain an
important priority, the Walking SA Board has been
working diligently to balance the bushwalking
agenda with the broader, exciting mission that
has been bestowed upon us.
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Chair’s Report
The past 12 months have seen Walking SA putting in place important infrastructure and
good business practices to allow our organisation to become the thriving peak body for all
forms of walking, a task that our main funder, the Office Recreation and Sport, requires.
The transformation to broaden our remit to the wider
walking agenda, instead of continuing primarily as
the representative group for SA bushwalking clubs,
is requiring vision, effort, time and patience. While
the needs of our member clubs remain an important
priority, the Walking SA Board has been working
diligently to balance the bushwalking agenda with the
broader, exciting mission that has been bestowed
upon us.
We have invested in a range of activities, including:

 	Substantially improving our website –

www.walkingsa.org.au. The site now hosts over
150 walks in the “Find a Place to Walk” section
and many other great features. The site usage is
growing rapidly.

 	Monitoring, supporting and extending

infrastructure for bushwalkers across SA by:

	Undertaking a state-wide trails audit;
	Collating and using data on walker numbers,
taken from Traker devices located in prime
walking areas;

	Advocating for trail improvement and
investment in existing trails;

	Developing new trail concepts;
	Participating actively with Recreation SA in
developing a Trails Master Plan for South
Australia.

 	Promoting funding opportunities to clubs
 	Reviewing and streamlining membership and
insurance processes

 	Carefully considering ways to broaden our
membership base

 	Working with other groups, including other peak
bodies, to improve the priority of walking and
strengthen mutually beneficial relationships.

I look forward to writing this report in a year’s time. I
also look forward to many more volunteers working
with Greg over the coming months to deliver the
vision for the organisation.
I would like to thank all Board members for their
efforts over the past 12 months, and make particular
mention of the efforts of:

 	Jim McLean for undertaking the trails audit,

reviewing and collating the Trake tally and
developing the Adelaide100 Trail concept, with
support from Melanie Smith, Margaret Gadd and
Alan Bundy;

 	Narelle Berry for driving the Walking SA survey;
 	Ian Budenburg for toiling over the financials and
associated systems;

 	Jeremy Carter for his amazingly skilful website

development including setting up our social media
presence and clever payment systems;

 	Bill Gehling for his policy support; and
 	Margaret Gadd for her fantastic efforts in holding
the organisation together when we were without
an EO.

In conclusion, it is vital that Walking SA continues
to listen, consult and position our organisation to
work with others to ensure that decision makers
think about walking when they are investing in
tourism, transport, health, the environment, social or
commercial infrastructure and local government.
Without an organisation to promote and maintain
walking strongly on the public agenda, history tells
us that it will return to being invisible except to the
committed few. Let’s work together to get–and keep–
more people walking more often.
Wendy Keech
Chair of the Board

The future is exciting. Our new Executive Officer,
Greg Boundy, has the enthusiasm and vision to take
our organisation, with the help of the Board and the
members, to new heights over the next 12 months.
Walking SA Annual Report, 2014/15
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Our Members
Walking SA’s members include over twenty active walking clubs, representing
approximately 2,000 individual walkers, key walking oriented organisations as well as
individual members.
Walking SA acknowledges that as members they have
seen Walking SA transition over the last two or so
years and Walking SA is appreciative of their ongoing
support as we lock in our futures for the improved
walking outcomes in South Australia.
We point out some of the work we have done in
supporting our members through the following
improved services:-

 	Walking SA website development
 	2015 Trails Audit
 	Participation in development of SA Trails Master
Plan with Recreation SA

 	President’s forum
 	Improved processes for handling annual insurance
premiums

 	Active social media promoting members and a
wide range of walking issues

 	Creation and development of the Adelaide100

project. We also acknowledge the financial support
for this project from Skyline Walkers and Friends of
the Heysen Trail.
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Walking SA is keen to increase the number of
individual members and for the modest fee of $22
we believe that we offer significant value for someone
supporting our organisation.

Walking SA acknowledges that as members they
have seen Walking SA transition over the last two
or so years and Walking SA is appreciative of their
ongoing support as we lock in our futures for the
improved walking outcomes in South Australia.

Club Members

St Agnes Bushwalking &
Natural History Club

Central Australian
Bushwalkers Association
Kangaroo Island
Walking Club

Gawler
Bushwalkers

Mount Gambier
Bushwalkers

Goannas
Walking Group

Skyline
Walkers

Thursday
Walkers

Organisation Members

South Australian Recreation
Trails Inc (SARTI)

Walking SA Annual Report, 2014/15
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Our Board
There are currently ten elected Board and one additional co-opted members. The Board
will continue to identify and co-opt people who can bring particular skills to Walking SA as
and when required.
The primary role of the Board is to ensure good
corporate governance and to establish the strategic
direction of Walking SA. The Board is responsible
for financial reporting and determining that the
accounting policies used are appropriate to meet
the requirements of the relevant State reporting
agencies and are appropriate to meet the needs of
our members.
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The Board consists of volunteers and is comprised
of highly committed members who possess diverse
backgrounds bringing a range of skills including
business management, community engagement,
finance, policy, research, marketing, IT, trail design and
maintenance.
During the year the Board met regularly in accordance
with the Constitution to maintain oversight of
activities, including high levels of financial control.

The Board consists of volunteers and is
comprised of highly committed members who
possess diverse backgrounds brining a range
of skills including business management,
community engagement, finance, policy, research,
marketing, IT, trail design and maintenance.

Wendy Keech
Chair
Wendy has a strong commitment to
getting more people walking more
often for social, health, wellbeing
and environmental reasons. Wendy
joined the Walking SA Board in
2013/14 and has been advocating
for all forms of walking in South
Australia for many years particularly
during her time at the Heart
Foundation as Director of Health
Programs (2003 – 2014).

Ian Budenberg
Treasurer
Ian brings a wealth of experience in
managing medium sized business
in Adelaide with an understanding
of accounting and the use of
accounting to make better business
decisions. He also has experience
as a Board member of the Cancer
Care Centre and is familiar with the
not-for-profit sector. With four nowadult children who have all passed
through the Scouting movement, he
is a regular bushwalker around his
Adelaide Hills home and on family
holidays.

Margaret Gadd
Margaret is an independent
bushwalker, who is as much at
home hiking in the Adelaide Hills
as she is walking the Camino
Frances in Spain or long distance
trails in England. Her professional
background includes social work,
organisational development and
quality management in community
services.

Bill Gehling
Bill has been involved with Walking
SA since its inception, as the
founding President of Walking SA.
Also involved in the leadership of
Bushwalking Australia, Bill brings
valuable experience and perspective
to Walking SA.

Melanie Smith
Melanie is a passionate physical
activity advocate. She has worked in
a number of roles in Government,
the non-government sector and as
a consultant and brings extensive
policy, program development and
evaluation experience to the Board.

Walking SA Annual Report, 2014/15
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Jeremy Carter

Michelle Wilson

As a prolific and accomplished hiker
with over 13 years professional
experience in web development,
graphic design and marketing
Jeremy has merged his passions.
Among his many accomplishments
are the design and maintenance of
both the Friends of the Heysen Trail
and Adelaide Bushwalkers websites
providing strategy, marketing, and
newsletters and equipping hikers
with online planning tools. Walking
SA is the latest beneficiary of
Jeremy’s invaluable skills.

Michelle is passionate about
physical activity and walking for
health, transport and leisure
purposes. She has experience
in managing walking programs
at a state and national level over
her past 10 years at the Heart
Foundation.

Jim McLean
After joining the Trails
Subcommittee in 2012, Jim joined
the Board in 2014. His work with
the Trails Subcommittee played a
key role in resolving issues of trails
intersecting with a public road
and a rail pedestrian crossing in
his local area of Upper Sturt and
Belair. He has completed walking
the 1,200km Heysen Trail from Cape
Jervis to Parachilna Gorge, and is
now aiming to complete walking the
Lavender Federation Trail and some
of the coast of Kangaroo Island.
His outdoor passions extend into
rogaining and orienteering, and has
been an active member of Adelaide
Bushwalkers and the Australian
Retired Persons Association. He
conducts presentations on Walking
in SA, and a program of shorts
walks, for the University of the Third
Age. He brings to the Board a depth
of experience with his role on the
Council of the Friends of the Heysen
Trail and his work in the project of
designing a long distance walking
trail local to Adelaide and the
Adelaide Hills.
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Narelle Berry
Narelle has been a researcher in
the field of physical activity and
cardiovascular health for over 10
years. She has experience in health
promotion, evaluation and strategic
planning and has a keen interest in
promoting walking as a means of
active transport. Narelle assists the
Board in the development of the
strategic and operational plans.

Andrew Govan
Andrew brings extensive experience
in leadership training and
accreditation for outdoor activities.
Playing a key role in Bushwalking
Leadership he has a passion to
see walk leaders – both at a club
level and professional tour level
– to be equipped and adequately
prepared for every situation when
leading walkers. With a professional
background in tour operation,
corporate and school activity
programs, training and standards
development, Andrew brings a
valuable perspective to the Board.

Alan Bundy
Alan re-joined our Board in 2014,
having served in the key role of chair
during our 2013 interim board and
sustainability review period. He is
equally at home walking the Camino
Frances in Spain, and walking
trails here in South Australia. With
a professional background as a
librarian with specialty areas of
publishing, databases, continuing
education and innovations he
brings a strong focus to the Board.
He has taken on a key role with
the Adelaide100 trail development
project.

The Board consists of volunteers and is
comprised of highly committed members who
possess diverse backgrounds brining a range
of skills including business management,
community engagement, finance, policy, research,
marketing, IT, trail design and maintenance.
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Executive Officers Report
I joined Walking SA in July 2015 enthused
as a committed walker about the role and
aspirations of Walking SA.
I have been actively
walking for about seven
years, initially enticed to
do a walk in Tasmania,
then to start the Heysen
Trail (I will complete it
next year!) and even on
holidays last year hiked
in the Rocky Mountains
and Grand Canyon.
My interest in hiking is multipurpose, for enjoying the
environment, improving my health and wellbeing and
also to reduce the impact of the use of motor vehicles
by choosing to walk as much as possible.
I have started to meet the range of member clubs
and organisations as well as individuals and will
continue to do so as I get more familiar with the
organisation. It is also important for me to establish
strong relationships with state and local government,
other outdoor bodies etc. as we ensure the voice of
the walkers is heard through walking SA’s advocacy on
their behalf.
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Treasurers Report
The Board is pleased to report that
Walking SA achieved a small surplus of
$772, in effect a breakeven result, in the
2014-15 financial year. As this was the
first year employing an Executive Officer,
the result is satisfactory.
Again the State Government, through the Office of
Recreation and Sport, offered substantial support
with a Sustainability Grant of $25,000 which enables
Walking SA to function as we do. However, we should
not remain dependent on this government support
and the creation of other income streams from
commercial activities and increased membership fees
is very important.
The change in office premises from Greening Australia
in Pasadena to State Association House in Kent Town
has reduced our rent considerably and all other
overheads are low and well controlled.
The administration of the Club membership and
insurance renewals this year was simplified, as advised
in the 2014 annual report, requiring the bushwalking
Clubs to handle just one set of paperwork. We have
received positive feedback and will repeat this process
in the future.
Please refer to page 26 for the 2015 Financial
Statements, the auditor’s report and an important
resolution of the Board. The Board would like to
thank Peter Hall for his skill and expertise as a
Registered Company Auditor offered for free to us
and is pleased to advise that Mr Hall is agreed to offer
his services to our members again next year.

Walking SA Annual Report, 2014/15
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Adelaide100
Walking SA has a vision for the establishment of Adelaide100 initiated by passionate Board
member Jim McLean. Adelaide is renowned for its beautiful parks and reserves that
encircle our city, enhance our suburbs, thread along our coast and feature throughout
the hills. Our landscape, and nature reserves coupled with a favourable climate and
fantastic food and wine make Adelaide one of the most liveable places in the world.
As such, South Australia is an ideal nature tourism
destination and we are already attracting many
national and international walkers into our state. Now
is the time to capitalise on existing assets and create
new initiatives to capture the growing nature tourism
market. We have the opportunity to use existing
infrastructure to develop a unique walking experience
that show cases our near city vistas, produce and
experiences. The Adelaide100 will cater for different
walking abilities providing a variety of walk options
within the longer trail, and link people to great places
to stay, eat and enjoy along the way.
There is no other city in the world with a sign
posted loop trail that traverses city, coast, bush
and suburbs, incorporates shorter or longer walks,
provides accommodation, food, historical and cultural
information and links up and promotes other trails.
The Adelaide100 links up existing infrastructure,
creating short distance links and trail loops to create a
100km network.
Joined up, well-signposted trails with way finding
(maps and Apps) will provide more options for more
18

people and will attract more people looking for
nature tourism experiences. The new sections of
the trail have been designed to ensure that walkers
can complete short distance legs or the entire trail
with easy access to provisions and accommodation
if required. This will ensure that short stay tourists as
well as local walkers are catered for.

Monument Road
If you asked the locals of Norton Summit about
Monument Road you would be told that it exists.
Some even know roughly where it might be. On
most maps, street directory included, you find a
line that looks like Monument Road. With the right
search criteria its name is recognised by the Property
Location Browser, and there it is, with Norton Summit
land holdings on both sides.
Monument Road looks the perfect walking route
for a number of reasons. Local residents could use
it as a direct, safe, healthy way to reach their hub
of community facilities. It is an ideal spur, loop and
alternate route of the Heysen Trail which goes right

The Adelaide100 will cater for different
walking abilities providing a variety of walk
options within the longer trail, and link
people to great places to stay, eat and
enjoy along the way.

through Norton Summit. It is only 1.6km in length
but is the perfect inclusion in the long distance
Adelaide100 walking trail.
Despite what paper and electronic mapping shows,
finding Monument Road on the ground is not straight
forward. It is vehicular track at one end and a welldefined corridor of paddock at the other, but is
apparently completely blocked off in between.

It is envisaged that work on the ground will be
conducted in the immediate term. Markers,
stiles, information boards, and maintenance and
management strategies, will be put in place. The
opening of this public asset will advantage local
walkers and long distance walkers alike. It will bring to
the local and wider community the benefits of walking
that we know so well.

Walking SA has now determined where the road
reserve is, and in partnership with Skyline Walkers
and the Friends of the Heysen Trail has committed
to developing Monument Road for use by walkers.
Consultation processes with local residents, the
broader rate paying community, and the Adelaide
Hills Council have been completed. Infrastructure
requirements have been determined. A detailed
submission has been lodged with the AHC. Initial
response is favourable - Monument Road is in the
AHC 20 Year Strategic Plan.

Walking SA Annual Report, 2014/15
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As a direct result of the survey, Walking
SA has a large database of trails with
information regarding their management and
identification of responsible authorities.
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2015 Trails Audit
From December 2014 to March 2015, Walking SA conducted a broad Trails Audit to
identify issues related to the management and maintenance of walking trails in South
Australia and the Northern Territory. Jim McLean (Board member) coordinated the
distribution of a questionnaire to 135 groups, and collation and analysis of responses.
Participants included local Councils, State government authorities, Walking Clubs Friends
groups, and LGA consultants.
Detailed feedback was received, with responses
from Local Councils being particularly significant. In
summary, the survey identified:

Walking SA greatly appreciates the input of all
respondents and has integrated the findings of the
survey into ongoing strategic planning – e.g.:

 	136 walking trails, many of which form part of

 	Assistance with funding applications

larger trails networks.

 	Information as to who is responsible for
maintenance of specific trails
 	Funding for trails development largely comes

directly from LGA budgets – with most on-going
trail maintenance carried out by paid council staff

 	Additional funding is provided by the State and
Federal governments.

 	The support of volunteer groups is essential,

valued and impressive. The Roxby LGA’s Emu Trail
is funded by BHP Billiton.

 	Safety is a common issue –e g danger for walkers

on shared-use trails, signage, trail surfaces, grading
in terms of difficulty.

 	Promotion of the health benefits of walking
 	Facilitation of information about walking trails,

community engagement in trails initiatives,
coordination of interagency forums to develop
trails across LGA boundaries.

 	Maintenance of walking thoroughfares – for

instance preservation of unmade road reserves

As a direct result of the survey, Walking SA has a
large database of trails with information regarding
their management and identification of responsible
authorities. This database serves as a reference point
for Walking SA in its work with affiliated members, and
as a resource in responding to enquiries from the
wider community.

 	Maintenance involves regular inspections and

monitoring, fire prevention and recovery, keeping
maps and signs updated,

 	Awareness of delivering a walking ‘experience’ –

e.g. minimising biodiversity impact, providing local
history and heritage opportunities, redesigning to
improve function.

 	Ownership is an issue in Central Australia–e.g.
traditional owners, 4 land tenures on the
Mt Gillen climb.

Walking SA Annual Report, 2014/15
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Members Survey
We are committed to our members and to ensuring that we are relevant and valued by the wider
community of walkers. In listening to the needs of walkers, we conducted a survey of members in May and
June of 2015, utilising an online survey tool. The survey resulted in 503 responses: 200 were members
of Walking SA members clubs, 31 individual members of Walking SA and 266 non-members. We will be
utilising the findings for planning future activities and will be undertaking the survey annually.
From the members’ survey the key findings were:-

 	When asked what would encourage people to join
Walking SA, walking events, including Walking SA run
events, themed walks, come and try days were very
encouraging, as well as the promotion of walking
clubs. The least encouraging were training for
walking groups, resources for schools, competitions
and accident insurance.

 	Neighbourhood walking and bushwalking were the
types of walking most frequently participated in by
respondents.
 	Health and recreation were the most motivating
reasons for participating in walking.
 	Walking groups and social support, more time and
better walking infrastructure were the most common
things that would encourage people to walk more.

Walking SA will use the results of this survey for planning
future initiatives. We wish to thank everyone who
contributed to this survey for their valuable contribution
to Walking SA.

View the full report at
http://bit.ly/wsa-membership
Table: Walking participation: types of walking activities respondents reported engaging in
Very motivating

Quite motivating

Physical health

60.6% (284)

30.1% (141)

8.3% (39)

1.1% (5)

Mental health

50.9% (229)

32.4% (146)

13.8% (62)

2.9% (13)

Recreation

46.7% (208)

36.0% (160)

15.3% (68)

2.0% (9)

6.9% (26)

14.0% (53)

21.1% (80)

58.0% (220)

Save money
Transport

Moderately motivating

Not a motivation

8.5% (32)

18.1% (68)

26.3% (99)

47.1% (177)

Better environment

27.2% (111)

31.9% (130)

25.7% (105)

15.2% (62)

Social interaction

33.0% (142)

34.7% (149)

18.1% (78)

14.2% (61)

0.3% (1)

2.2% (8)

7.3% (26)

90.2% (321)

Competition
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We undertake to investigate all road
reserve closures, even though many of
them are unlikely to affect walking access.

Walking groups and social support, more
time and better walking infrastructure
were the most common things that would
encourage people to walk more.

Neighbourhood walking
and bushwalking were
the types of walking most
frequently participated in
by respondents.

Health and recreation
were the most
motivating reasons for
participating in walking.

Walking groups and
social support, more
time and better walking
infrastructure were the
most common things
that would encourage
people to walk more.
Walking SA Annual Report, 2014/15
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The Traker unit is mounted pointing
across a trail at about shoulder height
and people are counted by sensing their
natural heat energy as they walk past.
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Traker Tally Report
Walking SA owns five infrared Traker devices which monitor the number of walkers who
pass the point where each device is located. Four of these devices have been monitored
for a number of years by volunteers of the Walking Trails Support Group, while the fifth
Traker at Rocky Gully, near Monarto, is monitored by SARTI (SA Recreation Trails Inc).
In addition to the Trakers, Ray Sinclair-Wood, a Quorn
resident, monitors three visitor walking log books
in his district.

Count Data
Data below is for January-July 2015, except for Rocky
Gully which covers Jan-May.

 	Rocky Gully: In the 5 months before the theft, the

number of walkers passing that point ranged from 85
to 378 per month with an average of 226 per month.

 	Hale Conservation Park: (near Williamstown). In the 7
months, numbers ranged from 114 to 425, average
289 per month.
 	Warren Conservation Park: (immediately south of

Hale and on the Heysen Trail) Numbers range from
64 to 678, average 350.

 	Chambers Gully: (In Cleland Conservation Park).
Numbers range from 1854 to 3376, average 2875.
 	Mount Osmond: (On the Pioneer Womens Trail).

Monthly figures range from 1614 walkers to 2973,
with an average of 2221.

 	Quorn and surrounds: Numbers from Quorn show

recent increases. Ray Sinclair-Wood explained that
visitor books are not filled in by everyone passing
through. His conversations with walkers on the 3
trails indicated that up to 50% do not make entries.
Therefore, to convert log book entries to actual
walker numbers, figures may be doubled.

The Traker unit is mounted pointing across a trail at about
shoulder height and people are counted by sensing their
natural heat energy as they walk past.

Summary of findings

 	Chambers Gully and Mt Osmond have 10 times more
traffic than their regional counterparts.

 	Numbers have doubled at Chambers Gully between
2009-2015.

 	Numbers at Hale Conservation Park have more than
doubled since 2009.

 	Numbers for Mt Osmond have tripled since 2009.
 	In Quorn and surrounding districts, data from 2009

to 2015 shows an increase. The slight drop at Warren
could be explained by the aberration of 1686 in May
2009–perhaps a one off special event?

Conclusion

From January – July 2015 numbers of log book
entries were:

 	Walking is a healthy, engaging, attractive and

 	Dutchmans Stern: 810 visitor entries made
 	Mount Brown: 223 visitor entries
 	Warren Gorge: 659 entries

 	Tallies play an important role in promoting walking

These numbers are up by 22% at Warren Gorge from
2014 to 2015 and up by 46% at Dutchmans Stern from
2013 to 2015. Mt Brown shows its best figure for 6 years
with increases ranging from 3% on 2011 and 77% on
2010. Dutchmans Stern was busy from 2010 to 2012
with the 2015 figure 47% to 21% down from those
years. Warren Gorge shows mixed results with the 2015
figure ranging from 45% up to 11% down compared
with 2010 to 2012.

worthwhile activity. Tallies provide evidence that it is
growing in popularity.
and furthering the cause for walking through the
wider community.

 	Information on walking numbers serves as a

constructive influence and lever for lobbyists and
decision-making authorities.

WalkingSA looks forward to receiving continued updates
and invites contributions of walking participation data
from other parts of SA or the NT.
Jim McLean
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Profit & Loss
Walking SA Inc
1 July 2014 to 30 June 2015
Income
Income
Donations
Government Sustainability Grant
Interest Income
Members Insurance - Personal Accidents
Members Insurance - Public Liability
Organisational Development Project Grants
Product Sales
Space on our website
Subscriptions Clubs
Subscriptions Individuals
Subscriptions Organisations
WSA Services
Gross Profit
Plus Other Income
Sundry Income
Total Other Income
Less Operating Expenses
Total Other Income
Less Operating Expenses
Bank Fees
Bookkeeping Costs
Bushwalking Australia fees
Meeting costs
Member's Insurance - Personal Accident
Member's Insurance - Public Liability
Office Expenses
Organisational Development Project Expenses
Postage & Stationary
Rent Rates & Utilities
Subscription
Superannuation
Telephone & Internet
Volunteers Costs
Wages and Salaries
Web Costs
Workcover Expenses
Total Operating Expenses
Net Profit
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30 Jun 14
1,035
25,000
2,257
1,724
6,855
10,267
14
334
8,450
260
800
1,631
58,626

567
567

567
337
600
1,189
249
1,865
6,245
1,057
11,315
270
1,773
135
2,540
1,738
1,485
27,288
66
270
58,421
772

Balance Sheet
Walking SA Inc
As at 30 June 2015

Assets
Bank
WSA Cheque Account
WSA Savings Account
Total Bank Current Assets
Non-current Assets
Equipment & Fittings
Less Accumulated Depreciation on Equipment & Fittings
Total Non-current Assets
Total Assets

30 Jun 2015
5,656
61,304
66,960
50
22,660
(19,540)
3,120
70,080

Liabilities
Current Liabilities
GST
PAYG Withholdings Payable
Total Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities

Net Assets

1,537
958
2,495
2,495

67,585

Equity
Current Year Earnings
Members Funds
Total Equity

772
66,813
67,585
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Auditors Report
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Auditors Report (cont)
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Board Resolution

www.walkingsa.org.au
Ph 0419 859 014 | treasurer@walkingsa.org.au
Postal Address | State Association House, 105 King William Rd, Kent Town SA 5067

Annual Resolution of the Board
(Ref The Act, Part 4, Div 2, Sect 35 & 36)

The Board agrees that:

the accounts present fairly the results of the operations of Walking SA for the 2015 financial year and
the state of affairs of Walking SA as at the end of the financial year – and



the Board has reasonable grounds to believe that Walking SA will be able to pay its debts as and
when they fall due.

The Board notes that Mr Jeremy Carter (or a business in which Mr Carter has a substantial interest) received
payments from WalkingSA during the year which were made under a contract for website development
services awarded under normal commercial terms to Mr Carter. No other Board member received any
benefit, other than reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses in carrying out their duties.
The Board requires that a statement to this effect signed by the President and the Treasurer be added to the
annual accounts.

______________________________________

_________________________

Wendy Keech, President

Date

_______________________________________
Ian Budenberg, Treasurer

___________________________

Supported by
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walkingsa.org.au
Ph 08 8276 5090 | office@walkingsa.org.au
Address | State Association House, 105 King William Street, Kent Town South Australia 5067
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